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Six Points About Terrafirma
• Owned by the insured member land trusts.
• Covers preserves, trails, covenants and 

easements.
• Provides conservation defense liability 

insurance.
• Serves as a safety net for all costs of covered 

claims.
• Organized as a Risk Retention Group.
• Nothing else like it in the world.
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2021 Terrafirma Stats
• 9,803,397 Acres insured

• 541 Land trust members

• 34,788 Insured parcels

• 1165 Official claims total 3-1-13 to 3-1-21

• Over 3.4 Million dollars paid from 3-1-13 to 3-
1-21



Agenda
• Lessons Learned 

• National Perspectives

• Developments on drafting USA easements

– Modifications

– Building Rights

– Approval Standard

– Commercial Forestry



Lessons Learned

• Disputes and Court

• Owned land and preserves

• Costs and Fees Recovery Clause in CE

• Division of land prohibition

• Documentation



Take Aways

• Be prepared to lose at trial court.

• Major violations cases are rare.

• Rate of violations are relatively steady. 

• Problems with original landowners are up.

• Position the land trust to prevail with solid 
drafting and strong stewardship.

• Preserves have problems too!



Take Aways

• Preserves have problems too! Action steps:
• Manage with a board liaison and full board authority 
• Take immediate proportional steps with clear goals
• Use neighbor eyes
• Implement proactive mitigation
• Retain appropriate local counsel
• Confirm insurance coverage 
• Have exceptional documentation
• Have a strong damages theory 
• Have written policies and procedures 



Take Aways
• Have a strong costs and fees recovery 

clause in your easement.
• Judges hate to award costs and fees even if 

you have a clause. 
• Judges will narrowly interpret your clause 

to avoid awarding costs and fees.
• Your job is to make it impossible to do 

anything but award the land trust its costs 
and fees.



Take Aways
•Partition of tenancy in common
•Foreclosure of mortgage encumbering part of 
easement property
•Tax foreclosure of part of easement property 
comprised of multiple tax parcels
•Bankruptcy rejection of executory contract
•Landowner adjusting boundaries unilaterally
•Long term leases of only a portion of the 
property



Take Aways
•Documentation is fundamental and critical.
•Annual monitoring both fee and CE.
•Written annual report, maps and photos.
•Remote monitoring is an option.
•Full complete and consistent baseline.
•Consistent timely file memos, notes and 
correspondence for approvals, modifications, 
boundaries, disputes and resolutions.



National Perspectives

• Owned land (preserves)

• Types of Disputes

• Challengers

• Costs by Challenger

• Cost compared to duration













Developments on drafting from tax cases

Risk Balancing



What  land 
trusts care 

about

•Conservation goals and values
•Commercial v. noncommercial 

uses
•Temporary v. permanent uses
• Implied uses



What does 
the IRS care 

about?

•Perception that the CE favors 
development rather than 
protecting conservation first
•Perception of self dealing at 

the expense of taxpayers.



Lessons Learned on CE Drafting

1. Avoid specific boundary adjustment, building area 
relocation or land substitution provision in a CE. 

2. Avoid inconsistent or excessive permitted 
structures and uses. 

3. Address problems and errors through stewardship 
administration and not an easement clause.

4. Protect intact blocks of undeveloped land.
5. Combine conservation purposes and holder’s sole 

discretion as the approval standard. 
6. Full documentation is critical.



Examples of non-residential 
improvements

Agricultural Recreational Driveways, roads, 
fences & parking

Energy & 
Utilities

Hydrological & 
Riparian

Signs & 
Billboards

Construction 
Related

Mineral Extraction



Define Terms Appropriately

1. Finding a balance that
a) defines important terms 
b) doesn’t panic landowners
c) does keep it simple for stewardship
2. Define generally accepted meanings 
3. Consider and understand the local zoning code 

definitions and state law definitions
4. Do Not rely on law or code definitions 
5. Failure may have serious adverse consequences



Improvements and Uses
These typically are a reserved or permitted right.

Key decisions are:
1. Site, scope, scale, included or excluded?
2. Types of improvements, structures and uses?
3. Uses limited by family members, employees, home 

occupations, agriculture, forestry? Stewardship?
4. What rights of division? Associated with only 

residential rights?  
5. What to control with appropriate stewardship 

effort? Is the conservation payoff worth the 
stewardship cost?



What Kinds of Cases Did Holders Lose?
Out of 17 total losses:
•3 significant losses
•Orange County Land Trust (NY) ag structures 
•Wetlands America Trust (VA) ag structures
•Land Trust of Virginia (VA)

•6 minor structures cases
•3 road cases
•1 trail case
•1 vegetation case
•2 division cases (bankruptcy and tax foreclosure)
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Final Takeaway

•Judicial subjectivity plays a big role, both 
positive and negative.

• Pointer is to draft so that you limit judicial 
latitude for subjectivity.



Thank you for your dedication to 
lasting conservation!
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